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inspiration--especially when popular magazine in a fun,
The Three Documents That
the going gets tough or
interactive and relevant way Made America Courier
someone tries to convince
Dover Publications
for today's savvy kids.
her she can't reach her
dreams. This journal full of Organized thematically, the Fill in the blanks, answer the
quizzes and questionnaires,
TIME For Kids Almanac
quotes from successful
and jot down your hopes for
2017 covers the following
women who battled
adversity and won
the future! The Book of Me
subjects: Animals and the
(including Gloria Steinem,
is a special journal where
Environment, Arts and
Maya Angelou, and Helen
tweens and teens can create
Entertainment, History,
Keller) will prove to girls
a lasting record of exactly
that everything is possible . Sports, Health and Body,
. . as long as they PERSIST. and Science and Technology. who they are. It covers

My Story, My Self Gibbs
Smith
The TIME For Kids
Almanac 2017 presents
current news, notable events
and fascinating facts curated
from TIME For Kids

This must-have resource for
everything kids want to know
is packed with over 600
photos, maps, and timelines
that will keep readers
engaged and learning for
hours at a time.

everything from the bestever sleepovers, favorite
songs and movies, and
beauty wish lists to school
surveys, best-kept secrets
and dreams, career goals,
perfect vacation destinations,
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personal style, and more!
How to Be a Spy Time
Inc. Books
Discover your
confidence with this
fun and empowering
journal based on the
#1 bestseller The
Confidence Code for
Girls. This middle
grade journal is an
excellent choice for
tween readers and
makes a thoughtful
birthday or
graduation gift for
the girl in your
life. Do you want to
take chances, live

fearlessly, and
challenge. Filled
become your most
with writing prompts,
authentic self? This confidence boosting
colorful, interactive activities, quizzes,
journal makes it easy and more! With a few
and exciting for
minutes of writing a
girls to learn the
day, girls can
confidence-building
develop tips, tricks,
skills that will
and strategies to
shape them into
dump doubt, press
courageous young
pause on
women. Based on the
perfectionism, and
in-depth research of catapult into
the bestselling
confidence.
Skill Sharpeners Grammar and
phenomenon The
Punctuation, Grade 2 B.E.S.
Confidence Code for
Publishing
Girls, this journal
Student story book which plot
will help teens and
that teaches the proper use of
tweens tackle any
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pronouns.

news from around the country 2012 almanac is a must-have
Hey, It’s Okay to Be You
and around the world, the
for all 8- to 12-yearolds,
Kivett Publishing
TIME For Kids Almanac 2012 pairing important news and
Ideal for children aged 7 to 11 includes information on topics indispensable info from the
(KS2), this fun-filled timesranging from animals to acid award-winning magazine with
table activity book allows
rain, voting rules to video
fascinating facts, puzzles,
children to test their
games, sports stars to space
quizzes, and interactive
numeracy skills.
exploration-and much more. sidebars. Whether they want
The Planet Without Pronouns This richly designed resource to learn about global warming
Buster Books
features more than 800 photos, or Grammy winners, curious
A new volume in the author's
maps, lists and time lines, and kids will fi nd exactly what
language arts series teaches
is sure to keep young readers they need within the colorful
budding new readers all about
engaged, entertained and
pages of the TIME For Kids
conjunctions in a delightful,
learning-all at once. With
Almanac 2012.
clever way.
Between Mom and Me Sterling
more than 3.5 million
She Believed She Could, So
subscribers, TIME For Kids is Children's Books
She Did Scholastic
the No. 1 trusted source for up-Provides the latest information on
Packed with facts, stats and
a wide range of topics including
to-date kid-friendly news. The animals, culture, geography, the
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environment, history, and science.
Notable Notebooks National
Geographic Almanacs
Coming closer to fully adapting to
her new life on Earth, Amy settles
in to a solid group of friends at her
school. Also, after a meeting with
the mysterious Oliver, she decides
to reach out to an old friend, which
makes the transition all that much

Ned Kelly Penguin
From American Girl comes a
journal designed to help girls
discover their inner star!
Complete with a two-way
"magic sequin" cover!
Hot Off the Presses Mad Libs
Gibbs Smith Publishers
The basic building blocks for
young, exuberant learners!

TIME For Kids Almanac 2017
Penguin
A one-of-a-kind journal for the
mother & son who crave a rulefree, creative way to connect
with each other. This engaging
prompt journal is the perfect
tool to build mother-son
relationships. Kids can record
memories, swap stories,
compare perspectives, and
explore common and unique
interests with their moms!
Interactive lists and letters back
and forth invite both mom and
son to reflect, write, and doodle
about topics timely to their lives
as kids, build self-confidence,
and improve their penmanship.

Just Me and 6,000 Rats Gareth
Stevens Publishing LLLP
A story that describes the correct
way to compose a sentence.

National Geographic Kids
Almanac 2016 Priddy Books US
The Berlin Wall finally came
down in 1989. Now readers can
find out why it was built in the
first place; and what it meant for
Berliners living on either side of
it. Here's the fascinating story of
a city divided. In 1961,
overnight a concrete border
went up, dividing the city of
Berlin into two parts - East and
West. . The story of the Berlin
Wall holds up a mirror to postWWII politics and the Cold
War Era when the United States
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and the USSR were enemies,
Ned Kelly, famous outlaw and quotations from those involved
always on the verge of war. The folk hero, grew up in Australia reveal much about
wall meant that no one from
in the late 1800s. His life of
Australia s history and
Communist East Berlin could
crime began as a teenager
culture.
travel to West Berlin, a free,
stealing horses and later
Dude Diary Smash NSTA
democratic area. Of course that
escalated to murder. Kelly
Press
didn't stop thousands from
soon had a price on his head, For the first time ever, the
trying to breech the wall - more
which could be collected
complete founding
than one hundred of them dying
through his capture or death. documents of the United
in the attempt. (One East
This high-interest volume
States of America are here in
Berliner actually ziplined to
one unabridged recording-the
freedom!) Author Nico Medina relays the events that led to
explains the spy-vs-spy politics Kelly s hanging in 1880 and Declaration of Independence,
why he became a hero to
the Constitution of the United
of the time as well as what has
happened since the removal of many Australians.
States, and the Bill of Rights.
one of the most divisive
Photographs of Kelly and his Sam Fink, award-winning
landmarks in modern history.
accomplices, additional
author of the highly acclaimed

The Punctuation Station Fine information in sidebars and
Print Publishing
fact boxes, and direct

illustrated book of The
Declaration of Independence,
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provides concise
introductions.
My Fantastic Vacation
Journal Teacher Created
Materials
Take a trip through time to
discover the value of a special
place to jot your thoughts,
whether you’re a famous
scientist or a student. Notable
Notebooks: Scientists and
Their Writings brings to life
the many ways in which
everyone from Galileo to Jane
Goodall has used a science
notebook, including to sketch
their observations, imagine
experiments, record data, or

just write down their thoughts.
You also get four steps to
starting your own notebook,
plus mini-bios of the diverse
featured scientists. Written in
captivating rhyme, the text is
sprinkled with lively
illustrations. In fact, it looks a
lot like the science notebook
you’ll be eager to start after
reading this inspiring book.
Lexile Framework: 670L Visit
www.Lexile.com for more
information about Lexile
Measures.
Rock Me Tonight Lerner Digital
“With Secrets, Nuruddin Farah

solidifies his reputation as one of the
world’s great writers.”—Ishmael
Reed Set against the backdrop of
the civil war in Somalia, this
stunningly ambitious novel was a
Los Angeles Times Book Review
Best Fiction of the Year Selection.
In Mogadiscio, the dictator is
preparing to flee and clans are
moving into the city, which rattles
with machine gun fire. Society is
collapsing under the weight of its
own perversities. Unexpectedly,
Kalaman, a businessman who owns
a computer store, receives a visit
from his childhood crush, who has
returned from America to take him
up on an old pledge—and have his
child. The arrival of his house guest
pulls Kalaman back into a past he
thought he had escaped, rife with
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doubts and secrets that go deep into fiction—novels, novellas, political homes of their own, in a book
his heritage. In a dazzling display of and medical thrillers, comedy,
that highlights comparisons in
storytelling genius, Nuruddin Farah satire, historical fiction, romance,
English grammar.
weaves together myth and magic, erotic and love stories, mystery,
shape shifters and tribal wisdom,
classic literature, folklore and
frank sexuality and lyrical prose as mythology, literary classics
Kalaman revisits his own coming of including Shakespeare, Dumas,
age story and finds the
Wilde, Cather, and much more.
heartbreaking tale of his famliy’s While not every title we publish
lost innocence amid the ravages of becomes a New York Times
authoritarianism. With Secrets, the bestseller or a national bestseller, we
culmination of his Blood in the Sun are committed to books on subjects
trilogy, Farah draws readers
that are sometimes overlooked and
through the rifts that have torn
to authors whose work might not
across Somali society and into the otherwise find a home.
culture and mindset of his troubled Shapes in Our World
country. Skyhorse Publishing, as
BuzzPop
well as our Arcade, Yucca, and
Three pig brothers--Pig,
Good Books imprints, are proud to
publish a broad range of books for Pigger, and Piggest--leave
their father's castle to build
readers interested in
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